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ABSTRACT In power line communications (PLCs), the multipath-induced dispersion and the impulsive
noise are the two fundamental impediments in the way of high-integrity communications. The conventional
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system is capable of mitigating the multipath effects
in PLCs, but it fails to suppress the impulsive noise effects. Therefore, in order to mitigate both the multipath
effects and the impulsive effects in PLCs, in this paper, a compressed impairment sensing (CIS)-assisted and
interleaved-double-FFT (IDFFT)-aided system is proposed for indoor broadband PLC. Similar to classic
OFDM, data symbols are transmitted in the time-domain, while the equalization process is employed in
the frequency domain in order to achieve the maximum attainable multipath diversity gain. In addition,
a specifically designed interleaver is employed in the frequency domain in order to mitigate the impulsive
noise effects, which relies on the principles of compressive sensing (CS). Specifically, by taking advantage
of the interleaving process, the impairment impulsive samples can be estimated by exploiting the principle of
CS and then cancelled. In order to improve the estimation performance of CS, we propose a beneficial pilot
design complemented by a pilot insertion scheme. Finally, a CIS-assisted detector is proposed for the IDFFT
system advocated. Our simulation results show that the proposed CIS-assisted IDFFT system is capable of
achieving a significantly improved performance compared with the conventional OFDM. Furthermore, the
tradeoffs to be struck in the design of the CIS-assisted IDFFT system are also studied.

17 INDEX TERMS Power line communications, OFDM, impulsive noise, compressed sensing.

NOMENCLATURE18

2D Two-Dimensional
BB-PLC BroadBand Power Line Communication
BER Bit Error Ratio
CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution

Function
CIS Compressed Impairment Sensing
CP Cyclic Prefix
CS Compressed Sensing
CTF Channel Transfer Function
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
ETF Equiangular Tight Frame
FD Frequency-Domain

19

FDCHTF Frequency-Domain CHannel Transfer Factor
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
IDFFT Interleaved-Double-FFT
IFDMA Interleaved Frequency Division Multiple

Access
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
ISI Inter-Symbol Interference
MAP Maximum A Posterior
MIP Mutual Incoherence Property
ML Maximum-Likelihood
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error
MWBE Maximum-Welch-Bound-Equality
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20 OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
PAPR Peak-to-Average Power Ratio
PLC Power Line Communication
PSD Power Spectral Density
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QoS Quality-of-Services
QPSK Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
RIP Restricted Isometry Property
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise power Ratio
SNR Signal-to-background Noise power Ratio
TD Time-Domain

21

NOTATIONS22

(·)T and (·)∗ the transpose and the conjugate,
respectively

(·)H and (·)−1 the conjugate transpose and the inverse,
respectively

E[·] the expectation operator
CM×L the set of (M × L)-element matrices in

the complex field
xxx and XXX vector in boldface lower-case and

matrix in boldface upper-case,
respectively

xxx(l) and x(m, l) lth block of symbols and mth symbol
of lth block, respectively

IIIM the (M ×M )-element identity matrix
222i the (M ×Mi)-element mapping matrix

whose columns are extracted from
the IIIM according to an index set Ii

FFFM the normalized (M ×M )-element DFT
matrix, which satisfies
FFFMFFFH

M = FFFH
MFFFM = IIIM

diag{xxx} the diagonal matrix with elements in xxx
on its diagonal

Card(I) the cardinality of a set I
Supp(xxx) the support of a vector xxx, which is

defined as the set containing the indices
of the non-zero elements of xxx

‖xxx‖p the `p-norm of a vector xxx, where p > 0
‖xxx‖0 the pseudo-`0-norm of a vector xxx,

which is defined as
‖xxx‖0 = Card(Supp(xxx))

{A}\{B} the difference of two sets {A} and {B}

23

I. INTRODUCTION24

Power line communication (PLC) is expected to play an25

important role in meeting the dramatic teletraffic increase26

of telecommunications in the next decade [1]. The main27

advantage of PLC is its cost-efficiency, which is due to the28

fact that it relies on the existing grid structure. However, the29

electrical supply networks have not been designed for data30

transmissions, hence they constitute a hostile propagation31

environment [2] and there are still a lot of challenges to32

be tackled. Specifically, the signals transmitted over power33

line channels experience both propagation path-loss, as well34

as multipath propagation and impulsive noise. The path-loss 35

encountered in PLC is the result of the skin effect and 36

dielectric losses [3]. By contrast, the dispersive multipath 37

propagation experienced in PLC is caused by the impedance 38

mismatch between the transmitter and its corresponding 39

receiver [4]. Due to the multipath propagation, a transmitted 40

symbol may be spread over several adjacent symbols at the 41

receiver, hence generating inter-symbol interference (ISI), 42

as detailed in [4]. Measurement results show that the 43

coherence bandwidth of indoor PLC channels is typically 44

50 kHz to 500 kHz, which is much lower than its total 45

transmission bandwidth. Thus, the PLC channels are usu- 46

ally frequency-selective. Furthermore, the authors of [2] 47

show that the time variation of the PLC channel param- 48

eters can be classified into two types, namely into short- 49

term and long-term variations. The long-term variation is 50

usually caused by the switching events experienced in 51

PLC networks, which can be assumed to be time-invariant 52

within a duration of a few seconds. By contrast, the 53

short-term variation is mainly due to the fact that many 54

electrical devices exhibit characteristics that are depen- 55

dent on the mains frequency [5], which can be assumed 56

to be time-invariant within hundreds of microseconds. 57

Consequently, the latter type of variation is cyclic, and the 58

channel parameters are usually periodical in time. Owing 59

to the above characteristics, the PLC channels are typi- 60

cally slowly time-varying. The statistical characterisations of 61

indoor PLC channels can be found in [6]. 62

On the other hand, in PLC, the noise can usually be 63

classified into two categories: background noise and 64

impulsive noise [7], [8]. The impulsive noise is typically 65

characterized by the duration, inter-arrival time and power 66

of its components [7]. According to its behavior with respect 67

to themains cycle, impulsive noise can be classified into three 68

types, namely periodic mains-synchronous impulsive noise, 69

periodic impulsive noise that is asynchronous with the mains, 70

as well as asynchronous impulsive noise [7]. Typically, the 71

asynchronous impulsive noise, which is mainly caused by 72

the connection and disconnection of electrical devices, is 73

the major impairment of broadband PLC (BB-PLC) due 74

to its high power and unpredictable nature. Therefore, we 75

focus our attention on the mitigation of asynchronous impul- 76

sive noise. The measurement results of [7]–[9] have shown 77

that the asynchronous impulsive noise bursts experienced in 78

PLC are relatively long in comparison to those in wireless 79

communications. More specifically, the measurement results 80

of [7] showed that the average duration of the asynchronous 81

impulsive noise bursts in PLC varies between microsec- 82

onds and milliseconds. By contrast, in wireless communi- 83

cations, the duration of impulsive noise bursts is usually 84

less than 0.1 µs [10]. These observations in turn imply 85

that if signal samples with a symbol-duration of say 10 ns 86

are transmitted at a Nyquist-rate of 100 MBaud, then 103 87

successive symbols may be corrupted by an impulsive noise 88

burst, once it occurs. By contrast, at the typical wireless 89

communications band-rate of say 1 MBaud, no more than 90
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the relationships between compressed sensing (CS), impulsive noise mitigation as well as compressed impairment sensing (CIS).
Explicitly, the aim of CIS is to estimate the impulsive noise based on the principle of CS.

10 successive samples are impaired by the above-mentioned91

0.1 µs impulsive noise burst. Naturally, the long impulsive92

bursts of PLC may inflict bursts of errors. As a result, the93

system’s performance may be severely degraded, especially94

in high data-rate transmissions relying on short symbol95

durations.96

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),97

which is the predominant transmission technique of wire-98

less communications at the time writing [11], [12],99

has also been adopted by the PLC standards, including100

IEEE P1901 [13], ITU-T G.hn [14] and HomePlug AV2 [15].101

A frequency-selective fading channel can be converted into102

a number of parallel flat-fading subchannels with the aid103

of the OFDM, thereby, considerably reducing the receiver’s104

complexity as a benefit of using single-tap frequency-domain105

equalization [11]. Cyclic prefix (CP)-based OFDM is106

employed to avoid the inter-OFDM-symbol interference [11].107

Although the conventional OFDM signalling is capable of108

mitigating the mutipath effects of PLC, it experiences a109

performance loss in the presence of impulsive noise. In more110

detail, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) spreads the111

effect of impulsive noise across all the subcarriers. When the112

duration of an impulsive burst is significantly shorter than113

the OFDM symbol duration, the associated spreading effect114

becomes beneficial, since all subcarriers are only marginally115

contaminated. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, the dura-116

tion of impulsive noise in PLC may become substantially117

longer than the OFDM symbol duration, which significantly118

degrades the system performance, especially, when the power119

of impulsive noise is high. Therefore, conventional OFDM 120

signalling is incapable of mitigating the impulsive noise 121

in PLC. 122

As illustrated in the yellow part of Fig. 1, several methods 123

have been proposed in the literature in order to mitigate 124

the effect of impulsive noise imposed on OFDM systems 125

communicating over PLC channels, such as nonlinear 126

filtering [16]–[18], channel coding [19], [20], as well 127

as both parametric and non-parametric estimation techni- 128

ques [21], [22]. On the other hand, as shown by the blue 129

part of Fig. 1, compressed sensing (CS), as an emerg- 130

ing theory, has attracted considerable research-attention, as 131

exemplified by the elegant algorithms [23]–[28] of Fig. 1. 132

CS has been proposed to tackle the issues of recovery of 133

vectors in high dimensions from vectors in low dimensions, 134

as detailed in [29]. Recently, CS has been invoked for solving 135

numerous problems in communications systems, such as 136

channel estimation [30], narrowband interference mitiga- 137

tion [31], spectrum sensing [32] and so on. Training-based 138

impulsive noise estimation relying on CS also constitutes an 139

attractive method, since it has several distinct advantages for 140

OFDM systems communicating over PLC channels. Firstly, 141

in practical PLCs, the high-attenuation frequency sub-bands 142

of an OFDM symbol may be disabled for data transmiss- 143

ions [13], [15]. Hence, some of these deactivated tones can 144

be used as training symbols for supporting training-based 145

impulsive noise estimation. Secondly, it is possible to 146

disperse the prolonged impulsive burst affecting numerous 147

time-domain (TD) samples by simply using an interleaver. 148
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In this way, the asynchronous impulsive noise can be149

estimated at a low complexity with the aid of CS.150

Finally, since the power of asynchronous impulsive noise151

is usually much higher than that of the background noise152

in BB-PLC, accurate impulsive noise estimation is attain-153

able by using CS. The idea of applying CS to mitigate the154

impulse noise in OFDM systems was originally proposed155

in [33], where the impulse noise estimation was formulated156

as an `1-minimization problem. Later in [34], the mixed157

`2/`1-minimization has been employed for impulse noise158

estimation, where the impulsive noise was assumed to159

appear in form of sparse blocks. It should be noted that160

in [33] and [34] the duration of impulse noise was assumed161

to be much lower than that of an OFDM symbol, which is162

however, not the norm in PLCs. Furthermore, although the163

`1-minimization considered in [33] and the mixed164

`2/`1-minimization of [34] can be solved within polyno-165

mial rather than exponential time, the corresponding com-166

putational cost still remains excessive. It is important to167

emphasize that for both schemes substantial computational168

resources are required for estimating relatively insignificant169

impulsive noise, whose instantaneous power is lower than the170

modulation-dependent detection threshold.171

Against the above background, in this paper,172

we propose a novel compressed impairment173

sensing (CIS)-assisted interleaving-double-FFT (IDFFT)174

basedmodulation scheme, which is capable of simultaneously175

mitigating both the multipath effects and the impulsive noise176

impairments in PLCs. It should be noted that similar to inter-177

leaved frequency division multiple access (IFDMA) [35], the178

proposed IDFFT system can be viewed as a special case179

of the DFT precoded OFDMA with interleaved subcarrier180

allocation. However, since the IDFFT system is specifically181

designed for CIS-assisted impulsive noise mitigation, the182

design objectives of IDFFT and IFDMA are different. The183

general philosophy of our proposed CIS-assisted IDFFT184

aided system transpires from Fig. 1. In the CIS-assisted185

IDFFT modulation systems, the transmitter carries out both186

an FFT and an IFFT operation, which are connected with187

a two-dimensional (2D) interleaver. Correspondingly, the188

receiver employs a frequency-domain (FD) equalizer and a189

CIS-assisted detector. The data symbols in our CIS-assisted190

IDFFT system are transmitted in the TD, while a FD equal-191

izer is employed in order to achieve the maximum attainable192

multipath diversity gain [36]. In this paper, a 2D interleaver193

is conceived for dispersing the FD error-bursts, so that each194

transmission data block is only impaired by a few impulsive195

noise samples. In this way, the spreading effect of the FFT196

transforming the FD signal to the TD has a positive influence197

on the detection performance in the TD. Apart from this type198

of impulsive noise mitigation, we additionally propose a199

CIS-assisted algorithm for the estimation and cancellation200

of the impulsive noise. In this paper, the performance of our201

CIS-assisted IDFFT aided system is investigated with the aid202

of simulations. We demonstrate that our CIS-assisted IDFFT203

aided system outperforms conventional OFDM in the PLC204

environments experiencing both multipath propagation and 205

asynchronous impulsive noise. 206

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 207

the system model is detailed, where both the PLC channel 208

and noise model are also described. The design of the 209

2D interleaver is considered in Section III. Then, our 210

impulsive noise estimation and cancellation, as well as 211

our proposed CIS-assisted signal detection algorithm are 212

described in Section IV. In Section V, our simulation results 213

are studied. Finally, we offer our conclusions in Section VI. 214

II. SYSTEM MODEL 215

A. PRELIMINARIES 216

For two disjoint index sets Ii and Ij, we can readily show 217

that 222T
i 222i = IIIMi and 222

T
i 222j = 000Mi×Mj . Moreover, for a 218

diagonal matrix AAA of size M × M , we can also show that 219

222T
i AAA222j = 000Mi×Mj . For a matrix AAA of size (M ×M ), the sub- 220

matrix of AAA, whose columns (or rows) are extracted from AAA 221

according to an index set Ii, is denoted byAAAi (orAAATi ). We can 222

show that AAATi =222
T
i AAA and AAAi = AAA222i. 223

B. TRANSMITTER 224

The proposed IDFFT aided transmitter is illustrated in 225

Fig. 2. The data bits are first mapped into LM blocks, each 226

of which contains Md data symbols, according to Q-ary 227

QAM scheme having the alphabet A. Let the LM blocks 228

of data symbols be expressed in a matrix form as 229

XXXd = [xxxd(0),xxxd(1), . . . ,xxxd(LM − 1)], where xxxd(l) ∈ AMd×1 230

denotes the lth block of data symbols. Furthermore, we 231

assume that E[|xd(m, l)|2] = 1, ∀m, l. In our IDFFT aided 232

PLC systems, a total of Mp pilot symbols used for CIS are 233

inserted into each of the blocks of data symbols. Since the 234

impulsive noise is additive, zero-valued pilots are employed 235

in order to save transmission power. Thus, after inserting the 236

pilots, each data block contains M = Md + Mp symbols. 237

Let the positions of pilots in a data block form an index 238

set Ip, which is assumed to be the same for all blocks. Then, 239

after inserting zero-valued pilots into xxxd, the LM blocks of 240

data symbols XXXT = [xxxT(0),xxxT(1), . . . ,xxxT(LM − 1)] can be 241

expressed as 242

XXXT =222dXXXd, (1) 243

where 222d is a mapping matrix based on the index set 244

Id = {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}\Ip. 245

As shown in Fig. 2, the TD symbolsXXXT are entered into the 246

M -point FFT scheme block-by-block, yielding LM blocks of 247

FD symbols, which are expressed as 248

XXXF = [xxxF(0),xxxF(1), . . . ,xxxF(LM − 1)] 249

= FFFMXXXT = FFFM222dXXXd, (2) 250

where xxxF(l) ∈ CM×1 denotes the lth block of FD symbols, 251

where it can be shown that we haveE[‖xxxF(l)‖2] = Md/M , ∀l. 252

Next, as shown in Fig. 2, the FD symbols inXXXF are interleaved 253

by the interleaver 5, yielding a new (M × LM )-element 254

data matrix denoted as SSSF = [sssF(0), sssF(1), . . . , sssF(LM − 1)], 255
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of the CIS-assisted IDFFT system.

where sssF(l) ∈ CM×1, ∀l. Note that the interleaver5 disperses256

the impulsive bursts encountered in both the FD and TD.257

Following the interleaving, an M -point IFFT is carried out258

block-by-block as shown in Fig. 2, yielding LM blocks of TD259

symbols SSST = [sssT(0), sssT(1), . . . , sssT(LM − 1)], which can be260

expressed as261

SSST = FFFH
MSSSF. (3)262

Furthermore, in order to avoid ISI, a CP of length Lcp is263

inserted before each block of SSST, resulting in264

SSScp =222CPSSST, (4)265

where 222CP = [222cp, IIIM ]T and 222cp is a mapping matrix266

formed by the last Lcp columns of an identity matrix IIIM .267

Finally, follows transmitter filtering, the symbols are sent268

block-by-block through the PLC channels imposing269

impulsive noise.270

C. CHANNEL MODELLING271

In this paper, we focus our attention on the272

PLC channels in the 1.8-100 MHz frequency range, which273

is the frequency band of interest for the current and next274

generation PLC systems. Due to the frequent connection and275

disconnection of various types of loads, as well as the pres-276

ence of cable branches, indoor PLC channels exhibit a time-277

variant frequency-selective channel transfer function (CTF).278

Let hF(f , t) denote the CTF between a given transmitter and279

its corresponding receive port in the power line at time t and280

frequency f . As shown in [2] and [5], the time variations of281

the PLC channels can be classified into two types, which282

are the short-term variation and long-term variation. In this283

paper, our focus is on the short-term variation of the PLC284

channels, which is dependent on the mains frequency and285

it is usually about hundreds of microseconds, hence we286

can assume that the PLC channels are time-invariant during287

LH blocks of transmitted symbols. Then, when the signals288

of (4) are transmitted over the PLC channels and the received289

signals are sampled at an interval of 1t , the discrete-time290

baseband equivalent FD Channel Transfer Factor (FDCHTF)291

of the mth subchannel can be expressed as 292

hF(m) , hF

(
f =

m
Ts
, t = lTs

)
, l = 0, 1, . . . ,LM − 1, 293

(5) 294

where Ts = M1t denotes the symbol duration of an OFDM 295

symbol. According to [6], the magnitude of the FDCHTF 296

obeys the log-normal distribution expressed as |hF(m)| ∼ 297

Log-N [�H (m), σ 2
H (m)], where the mean �H (m) and the 298

variance σ 2
H (m) are both dependent on the frequency of the 299

mth subchannel. The phase of hF(m) can be assumed to be 300

uniformly distributed in (−π, π), ∀m. 301

D. NOISE MODELLING 302

We assume that the PLC channels encounter both background 303

noise and asynchronous impulsive noise. The effects of 304

narrowband interference are not considered in this treatise. 305

This is because the narrowband interference usually appears 306

in some particular sub-bands, thereby it can be readily elimi- 307

nated by deactivating these sub-bands, as shown in [13], [15]. 308

Hence, we focus our attention on mitigating the deleterious 309

effects of both background noise and asynchronous impulsive 310

noise. Whilst the background noise is present continuously, 311

the asynchronous impulsive noise is sporadic. In detail, 312

in the TD, the impulsive noise is characterized by three 313

parameters [7]: its duration time t1, inter-arrival time t0 and its 314

power. Naturally, during the inter-arrival time t0, there is only 315

background noise, while during the time t1, both background 316

noise and asynchronous impulsive noise are encountered. 317

Explicitly, the measurement results of [7] have shown that 318

both the duration and the inter-arrival time of asynchronous 319

impulsive noise obeys an exponential distribution, 320

i.e., ti ∼ Exp(�i) for i = 0, 1, where �0 and �1 are 321

the average inter-arrival time and the average durations, 322

respectively. Furthermore, let us define the ratio between 323

the average duration of impulsive noise and the average 324

inter-arrival time as3T = �1/�0. Let us denote the sampled 325

background noise at the receiver by nnn0, which is complex 326
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Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of σ 2
0 ,327

i.e., nnn0 ∼ CN (0, σ 2
0 ). Since the impulsive noise occurs with328

a random inter-arrival time t0 and exists within a random329

duration t1, we let L0 = [t0/1t] and L1 = [t1/1t], where330

[x] represents an integer near x. Then, the sampled impulsive331

noise nnn1 of L1–length can be modelled as a complex-valued332

Gaussian vector of zero mean and a variance of σ 2
1 ,333

i.e., nnn1 ∼ CN (0, σ 2
1 ). Furthermore, the ratio between334

the impulsive noise power and background noise power is335

expressed as 3P = σ
2
1 /σ

2
0 .336

Let the mth sample of the lth symbol block be337

corrupted by the noise samples nT(m, l). Based on the above-338

mentioned characterization of PLC channel noise, nT(m, l)339

can be expressed as340

nT(m, l) = n0(m, l)+ cn1 (m, l)n1(m, l), (6)341

where nq(m, l) ∼ CN (0, σ 2
q ) with q ∈ {0, 1}, while342

cn1 (m, l) ∈ {0, 1} is defined as the occurrence indicator of343

impulsive noise, which is dependent on both the duration344

time t1 and the inter-arrival time t0.345

E. RECEIVED FD SIGNALS346

Let us assume that perfect time synchronization has been347

achieved by the receiver. Moreover, we assume that the length348

of the CP is higher than the PLC channel’s maximum delay349

spread, while the bandwidth of each subchannel is signifi-350

cantly lower than the PLC channel’s coherence bandwidth.351

Then, as shown in Fig. 2, after removing the CP, the received352

baseband equivalent observations of the LM blocks of data are353

given by YYY T = [yyyT(0),yyyT(1), . . . ,yyyT(LM − 1)], which can be354

formulated as355

YYY T = H̃HHSSST +NNNT, (7)356

where H̃HH is an (M × M ) circulant matrix, which can357

be diagonalized by the M -point DFT matrix, given by358

H̃HH = FFFH
MHHHFFFM , where HHH = diag{hF(0), hF(1), . . . ,359

hF(M − 1)} and hF(m) represents the channel gain of the360

mth subchannel, which can be generated by the statistical361

modelling described in Section II-C. In (7), the noise samples362

in NNNT ∈ CM×LM contain the background noise and possibly363

impulsive noise, which is shown in (6).364

As seen in Fig. 2, upon carrying out the FFT of YYY T,365

we obtain366

YYY F = FFFMYYY T367

= FFFMFFFH
MHHHFFFMSSST +FFFMNNNT368

= HHHFFFMFFFH
MSSSF +NNNF369

= HHHSSSF +NNNF, (8)370

where NNNF = FFFMNNNT denotes the FD noise. Note that,371

when a block of symbols is corrupted by impulsive noise372

in the TD, depending on the duration of impulsive noise,373

the FFT operation may have either a positive or a negative374

effect on the attainable detection performance, which can375

be explained as follows. Firstly, let the lth block be376

corrupted by an L1(l)-length impulsive noise in the TD,377

where L1(l) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M}. Then, we can show that 378

NNNF(l) ∼ CN [0, σ 2
n (l)], where the variance σ 2

n (l) can be 379

expressed as 380

σ 2
n (l) = σ

2
0 +

L1(l)
M

σ 2
1 381

=

[
1+

L1(l)
M

3P

]
σ 2
0 . (9) 382

Observe from (9) that if L1(l) is large enough, all the 383

subchannels in the FD may be impaired by high-power 384

noise. As a result, the detection performance may be severely 385

degraded. In order to mitigate the effect of impulsive noise, 386

in this paper, both FD equalization and TD CIS are employed 387

with the aid of the interleaver 5. 388

As shown in Fig. 2, before de-interleaving, the 389

FD symbols in YYY F are first equalized. Let us define the 390

power ratio between the signal and background noise as 391

γs,0 = E[‖sss‖22]/E[‖nnn0‖
2
2] = 1/σ 2

0 , which is assumed to 392

be known as a priori information at the receiver. Moreover, 393

we stipulate the idealized simplifying assumption that perfect 394

channel estimation is achieved at the receiver. Then, we use 395

an minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer, whose 396

weight matrix is given byWWW =
[
HHHHHHH + (1/γs,0)IIIM

]−1HHHH . 397

Hence, after MMSE equalization, the lth block of equalised 398

symbols s̃ssF(l) can be expressed as 399

s̃ssF(l) = WWWyyyF(l) 400

= WWWHHHsssF(l)+WWWnnnF(l) 401

= RRRsssF(l)+ ñnnF(l), l = 0, 1, . . . ,LM − 1, (10) 402

where RRR = WWWHHH is a diagonal matrix, whose mth diagonal 403

element is given by 404

R(m) =
|hF(m)|2

|hF(m)|2 + 1
γs,0

, m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1, (11) 405

while ñnnF(l) = WWWnnnF(l) denotes the filtered noise. Eq. (11) 406

shows that the MMSE equalizer is capable of mitigating the 407

background noise, but at the cost of some loss in signal 408

power. Furthermore, we can readily show that the signal to 409

interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) achieved for the 410

mth subchannel of the lth block is 411

SINR(m, l) =
|hF(m)|2

σ 2
n (l)

. (12) 412

As shown in Fig. 2, after FD equalization, the LM blocks 413

of symbols S̃SSF = [̃sssF(0), s̃ssF(1), . . . , s̃ssF(LM − 1)] are input to 414

the de-interleaver 5−1. In the next section, we consider the 415

design of the interleaver 5. 416

III. DESIGN OF THE 2D INTERLEAVER 417

The measurements results of [7], [37], and [38] show that in 418

indoor PLCs, the average duration of impulsive noise bursts 419

is much longer than the symbol duration used in the existed 420

standards [13]–[15]. Thus, when there is an impulsive burst, 421

multiple successive symbols may be corrupted. In order to 422
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of interleaving process of the 2D Interleaver 5.

distribute the effect of bursty impulsive noise, a 2D inter-423

leaver5 is employed. Let us first consider our design criteria424

related to the 2D interleaver. As shown in (12), when the425

mth subchannel experiences a high attenuation or the noise426

variance σ 2
n (l) is high, the SINR becomes low. Since the427

FDCHTFs are assumed to be constant over LM blocks, the428

interleaver should be designed to guarantee that the data429

symbols transmitted by the same subchannel are not per-430

muted into the same data block after de-interleaving. Simi-431

larly, when there is an impulsive burst, its effect should be432

evenly distributed to as many blocks as possible after de-433

interleaving. In this way, with the aid of the spreading effect434

of the IFFT to be carried out in the receiver, each block of435

the TD data symbols will be impaired by the impulsive noise436

having a relatively low power.437

Based on the above analysis, a 2D interleaver is designed,438

whose operations are illustrated in Fig 3. In this treatise, we439

focus our attention on investigating the beneficial effects of440

interleaving on mitigating impulsive noise. Hence, the length441

of the 2D interleaver5 in TD has to be lower than the coher-442

ence time of PLC channels, i.e. we have L5 = LMM < LHM ,443

where LH was defined in Section II-D. Thus, the multipath444

diversity gain attained by interleaving is not considered in this445

paper. Explicitly, during the transmission of LM blocks of TD446

symbols denoted as XXXF, the blocks’ order is first interleaved447

by the S-random interleaver having a minimum distance1 of448

S =
√
a5LM [39]–[41], where a5 > 0 is a constant. Note449

that, the S-random interleaver is employed in the first step as450

1As defined in [39], the S-random interleaver is a pseudo-random inter-
leaver with the restriction that any two indices within a distance of S cannot
be permuted to indices within a distance of S, where S is known as the
minimum distance of the S-random interleaver.

a benefit of its resilience against bursty impulsive noise [42]. 451

Then, as shown in Fig. 3, for the mth row of XXXF, the element 452

in the lth column is circularly shifted to the l5th column, 453

where we have l5 = l + m mod LM . In this way, even if 454

all theM FD samples of a block experience impulsive noise, 455

after the de-interleaving stage of Fig. 3, they will become 456

distributed acrossM different blocks, each of which contains 457

only a single impulsive noise sample from the impaired orig- 458

inal block. Additionally, the interleaving scheme guarantees 459

that the data symbols conveyed by the same subchannel of 460

different blocks will not be permuted to the same block. 461

As shown in Section II-D, the duration t1 of asynchronous 462

impulsive noise can be modelled by the exponential distri- 463

bution having a mean of �1. When LM OFDM blocks are 464

corrupted by asynchronous impulsive noise with a duration 465

of t1, the dispersion capability of the above-mentioned 2D 466

interleaver can be measured in term of the complementary 467

cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of t1, which can be 468

expressed as 469

P
(
t1 >

L5
ε5
1t
)
= P

(
t1 >

LM
ε5

M1t
)

470

= exp
(
−
LM1t
ε5�1

M
)
, (13) 471

where ε5 is the spreading factor of the 2D interleaver 5, as 472

defined in [40]. It can be readily shown that the spreading 473

factor of the above-mentioned 2D interleaver 5 is given by 474

ε5 = min{M+1, S+1} = min{M+1,
√
a5LM+1}. Clearly, 475

the smaller the probability formulated in (13), the better 476

the dispersion capability of the 2D interleaver 5. Hence, as 477

it will be shown in Section V-B, the value of LM can be 478
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carefully chosen so that the probability formulated in (13) is479

sufficiently low for meeting a specific design criterion.480

A. CLASSIFICATION OF DE-INTERLEAVED NOISE SAMPLES481

Let the received FD symbols in S̃SSF be input into the482

de-interleaver 5−1, yielding an (M × LM ) symbol matrix483

expressed as X̃XXF = [̃xxxF(0), x̃xxF(1), . . . , x̃xxF(LM − 1)], where484

the lth block of de-interleaved symbols x̃xxF(l) ∈ CM×1 can485

be expressed as486

x̃xxF(l) = RRRxxxF(l)+ ñnn
′

F(l), (14)487

with ñnn
′

F(l) being the de-interleaved version of ñnnF(l) in (10).488

Here, due to the specific design of the 2D interleaver 5,489

the diagonal matrix RRR shown in (14) remains the same after490

de-interleaving. In practice, the transmitted signal power491

should be sufficiently high in order to guarantee the required492

quality-of-service (QoS). Thus, in this subsection, we only493

consider a scenario, when the system’s performance is494

dominated by the impulsive noise. In this case, we can495

rewrite (14) as496

x̃xxF(l) = xxxF(l)+ gggF(l)+ ñnn
′

F(l), (15)497

where gggF(l) = [RRR− IIIM ]xxxF(l) is the residual interference.498

In (15), the FD symbols in xxxF(l) exhibit a high peak-to-499

average power ratio (PAPR) due to the FFT operation of the500

transmitter. This property makes it hard to identify whether a501

sample experiences impulsive noise. In our proposed IDFFT502

aided system, when an equal power allocation policy is503

employed, according to the studies in [43], the CCDF of the504

corresponding PAPR can be expressed as505

P(PAPR > x) ≈ 1− exp

−e−x
√
MpM3

dπx

3M2

. (16)506

Let us define a threshold ETH, which is used for identify-507

ing whether a sample experiences impulsive noise. In order508

to enhance the accuracy of the identification, with the aid509

of (16), the value of the threshold ETH may be chosen by510

satisfying511

ETH s.t. P (PAPR > ETH) = εsmall, (17)512

where s.t. is short for ‘‘subject to’’, while εsmall denotes a513

small probability specified by the design.514

Then, by comparing the FD symbols in x̃xxF(l) against the515

threshold ETH, a binary indicator sequence cccdetect(l) can be516

obtained, where we have517

cdetect(m, l) =

{
1, if |̃xF(m, l)|2 > ETH
0, otherwise.

(18)518

Furthermore, let us define I1(l) = Supp {cccdetect(l)} and519

I0(l) = {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}\I1(l). Then, ñnn
′

F(l) seen in (15)520

can be written as521

ñnn
′

F(l) = nnn0(l)+ nnn1(l), (19)522

where, for q ∈ {0, 1}, we have nq(m, l) = ñ
′

F(m, l) if 523

m ∈ Iq(l), otherwise, nq(m, l) = 0. Substituting 524

(19) into (15), we arrive at 525

x̃xxF(l) = xxxF(l)+ gggF(l)+ nnn0(l)+ nnn1(l). (20) 526

Based on the above analysis, the noise samples classified 527

into I1(l) are deemed to be contributed by impulsive noise 528

with a high probability. Our proposed interleaving scheme is 529

capable of uniformly distributing the impulsive bursts, when 530

the value of ε5 shown in (13) is chosen to be high enough. 531

When this is the case, we can readily show that 532

k(l) = ‖nnn1(l)‖0 <
⌈

L5
ε5LM

⌉
=

⌈
M
ε5

⌉
� M , (21) 533

implying that the vectornnn1(l) is a sparse vector with a sparsity 534

level given by k(l) = ‖nnn1(l)‖0. 535

Finally, as shown in Fig. 2, the de-interleaved FD symbols 536

in x̃xxF(l) are input to a CIS-assisted symbol detector, which is 537

detailed in the next section. 538

IV. CIS-ASSISTED SYMBOL DETECTOR 539

Typically, the optimum detector based on the maximum 540

a posteriori (MAP) design rule is invoked for solving the 541

following optimization problem 542

xMAP
d (m, l) = arg max

xd(m,l)∈A
{P (xd(m, l)|̃xxxF(l))} , (22) 543

where P (xd(m, l)|̃xxxF(l)) is the a posteriori probability at the 544

receiver’s output. It should be noted that the symbol vector 545

x̃xxF(l) contains pilot symbols. As shown in Section II, the 546

pilots are invoked for estimating the impulsive noise having 547

a high instantaneous power, which are actually the non-zero 548

elements in nnn1(l), as shown in (20). Assuming that perfect 549

estimation of nnn1(l) can be achieved with the aid of the pilots, 550

the corresponding noise-plus-interference power is reduced, 551

i.e. the SINR formulated in (12) is increased. Thus, the detec- 552

tion performance of the MAP-receiver represented by (22) 553

can be improved. Therefore, instead of solving (22) directly, 554

in this section, we propose a CIS-assisted symbol detector 555

for our IDFFT system. Firstly, we will show that the non- 556

zero elements in nnn1(l) can be readily estimated with the aid 557

of the pilot symbols relying on the principle of CS. Then, in 558

order to achieve accurate estimation, we introduce a search 559

algorithm for designing the pilots. Finally, a CIS-assisted 560

symbol detector is proposed for detecting the transmitted data 561

symbols. 562

A. COMPRESSED IMPAIRMENT SENSING (CIS) FOR 563

IMPULSIVE NOISE ESTIMATION 564

Since the zero-valued TD pilots have been used for impulsive 565

noise estimation, the lth block of received pilot symbols can 566

be expressed as 567

yyyp(l) = 222T
pFFFH

M x̃xxF(l) 568

= 222T
pFFFH

Mnnn1(l)+222
T
pFFFH

M [nnn0(l)+ gggF(l)] 569

= AAAnnn1(l)+ nnnp0(l), (23) 570
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where AAA = 222T
pFFFH

M is the measurement matrix for nnn1(l),571

which has the size of (Mp×M ) and it is known to the detector,572

while nnnp0(l) denotes the TD residual interference plus noise.573

According to [44] and [45], when the SNR is relatively574

high or when M is large, the TD residual interference plus575

noise nnnp0(l) seen in (23) can be approximated by Gaussian576

noise.577

According to our analysis in Section III, the noise578

vector nnn1(l) is usually a sparse vector, as shown in (21),579

which again may be estimated using the principles of CS.580

Specifically, given the observation equation in the form581

of (23), the sparse vector nnn1(l) can be recovered by582

solving an `0-minimization problem [46], [47], which is583

described as584

n̂nn`01 (l) = arg min
nnn1(l)∈CM×1

{‖nnn1(l)‖0} ,585

s.t. yyyp(l)−AAAnnn1(l) ∈ B, (24)586

where B is a bounded set associated with the noise nnnp0(l).587

However, the `0-minimization problem shown in (24) has588

been proved to be NP-hard [48]. For this reason, in CS,589

typically the `1-minimization based solutions are employed,590

since they are tractable to solve. According to [29], under591

certain conditions, the `0-minimization problem shown592

of (24) is equivalent to solving the `1-minimization prob-593

lem of594

n̂nn`11 (l) = arg min
nnn1(l)∈CM×1

{‖nnn1(l)‖1} ,595

s.t. yyyp(l)−AAAnnn1(l) ∈ B. (25)596

Note that the `1-minimization problem is a well-known597

convex optimisation problem, which can be solved in poly-598

nomial time, for example, by the interior point method [49].599

However, when the impulsive noise estimation technique of600

this paper is considered, the computational cost of solv-601

ing the `1-minimization problem still remains excessive.602

Hence, algorithms imposing even lower computational cost603

are required, such as the family of greed algorithms [26], [27].604

Regardless, whether the `1-minimization based algorithms605

or the greedy algorithms are employed, the estimation preci-606

sion is dependent on the structure of the measurement matrix607

AAA = 222T
pFFFH

M of (23), which is in turn determined by the608

specific positions of the pilot symbols. Therefore, below we609

consider the pilot design conceived for our IDFFT aided610

systems.611

B. PILOT DESIGN FOR IDFFT AIDED SYSTEMS612

In CS, the mutual incoherence property (MIP)2 [50] and the613

restricted isometry property (RIP)3 [51] are related to the614

design of the measurement matrix, which are commonly used615

for estimation-accuracy analysis in CS. However, it is usually616

2TheMIP is defined as themutual coherence of amatrix is very small [50].
3As defined in [51], the RIP is defined as the kth restricted isometry

constant δk of matrix AAA is the smallest number such that (1 − δk )‖xxx‖22 ≤
‖AAAxxx‖22 ≤ (1+ δk )‖xxx‖22 is satisfied for any k-sparse vectors xxx.

hard to verify whether ameasurementmatrix satisfies the RIP, 617

since computing the restricted isometry constant has been 618

proved to be NP-hard [52]. On the other hand, a measurement 619

matrix is said to satisfy theMIP, if it has a small mutual coher- 620

ence. Here, the mutual coherence of a measurement matrix is 621

defined as the largest absolute correlation coefficient between 622

any two columns of the matrix. Since the mutual coherence 623

can be readily computed, the MIP is often applied in some 624

practical applications of CS. Specifically, the measurement 625

matrix AAA defined in (23) is actually a partial Fourier matrix, 626

whose mutual coherence is given by [53] 627

µ = max
0≤l1<l2≤M−1

∣∣(aaa(l1))Haaa(l2)∣∣
‖aaa(l1)‖2‖aaa(l2)‖2

628

= max
0≤l1<l2≤M−1

1
Mp

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Mp−1∑
i=0

exp
{
j
2πIp(i)
M

(l1 − l2)
}∣∣∣∣∣∣ 629

= max
1≤l≤M−1

1
Mp

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Mp−1∑
i=0

exp
{
j
2π l
M

Ip(i)
}∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (26) 630

where aaa(x) denotes the xth column of AAA, while l = (l1 − l2) 631

modM . As shown in (26), the mutual coherence of matrix AAA 632

depends on the corresponding index set Ip, giving the specific 633

positions of the pilots. Let us define a binary sequence 634

cccp = [cp(0), cp(1), . . . , cp(M − 1)]T , where cp(m) = 0, 635

∀m 6∈ Ip, while cp(Ip(i)) = 1 for i = 0, 1, . . . ,Mp − 1. 636

Then, (26) can be equivalently expressed as 637

µ = max
1≤l≤M−1

1
Mp

∣∣∣∣∣
M−1∑
m=0

cp(m) exp
{
j
2πml
M

}∣∣∣∣∣ . (27) 638

It can be shown that the mutual coherence µ of 639

matrix AAA ∈ CMp×M is bounded by 640√
M −Mp

Mp(M − 1)
≤ µ ≤ 1, (28) 641

where the lower bound at the left hand side is the 642

well-known Welch bound [53]. If the mutual coherence 643

µ achieves the Welch bound, we say that matrix AAA is a 644

maximum-Welch-bound-equality (MWBE) codebook [54], 645

which is also known as an equiangular tight frame (ETF) [55]. 646

Hence, in order to achieve the minimum mutual coherence, 647

or in other words to obtain the MWBE codebook for the 648

partial Fourier matrix, the pilots’ position indices Ip or 649

binary sequence cccp can be designed by solving the following 650

problem 651

ccc(opt)p = argmin
cccp

{
max

1≤l≤M−1

1
Mp

∣∣∣∣∣
M−1∑
m=0

cp(m) exp
{
j
2πml
M

}∣∣∣∣∣
}

652

=

√
M −Mp

Mp(M − 1)
. (29) 653

In practice, the IDFT matrix FFFH
M is usually selected to 654

satisfy M = 2α , in order to achieve high estimation-speed, 655

low-power consumption, as well as low round-off error. 656
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When this type of IDFT matrix is considered, there is a657

paucity of information concerning the MWBE codebook.658

Furthermore, there are no known analytical approaches for659

the construction of the MWBE codebook in the case of660

M = 2α . Consequently, the near-optimal codebooks have661

been proposed in the literature [56]–[59], aiming at finding662

the near-optimal binary sequences ĉccp by solving the optimiza-663

tion problem of664

ĉccp = arg min
cccp

{
max

1≤l≤M−1

1
Mp

∣∣∣∣∣
M−1∑
m=0

cp(m) exp
{
j
2πml
M

}∣∣∣∣∣
}
.665

(30)666

Specifically, in [56], the authors have shown that, when cccp is a667

binary Golay sequence, it is possible to construct a codebook,668

whose mutual coherence is approximately
√
2 times higher669

than the Welch bound, provided that M is sufficiently high.670

However, this approach is not flexible, since the value of671

Mp is fixed. Another concern is that for the design of pilot672

symbols, the value ofMp suitable for binary Golay sequences673

is excessive for practical application. Therefore, often numer-674

ical search methods have been applied [57]–[59]. Specifi-675

cally, the brute-force search [57], the modified Lloyd search676

algorithm [58], and a searchmethod based on smooth sequen-677

tial optimization relying on the Grassmannian manifold [59]678

have been considered. However, these search algorithms679

typically exhibit a high computational complexity. Based680

on the above observation, in this section, we propose a681

low-complexity search algorithm for the design of the682

measurement matrixAAA, which determines the positions of the683

pilots.684

Firstly, let us define c̆ccp = FFFH
M−1cccp, where FFFH

M−1685

is obtained by eliminating the zeroth row of FFFH
M . Then,686

(30) can be rewritten as687

ĉcc
′

p = arg min
c̆ccp

{
max

0≤l′≤M−2

∣∣c̆p(l ′)∣∣
Mp

}
, (31)688

where c̆p(l ′) is the l ′th element of c̆ccp. Our search procedure is689

formulated in Algorithm 1.690

To elaborate further on the above algorithm, the mutual691

coherence is calculated from (31), where only the single vari-692

able l ′ is required. Therefore, the complexity of calculating693

the mutual coherence is on the order ofO(M ). For a largeM ,694

the complexity of our algorithm is significantly lower than695

that of the conventional approaches [57], [58]. Moreover,696

as shown in line 8 of Algorithm 1, by taking advantage of697

the Fourier transform, the Lc number of candidates can be698

calculated simultaneously, instead of being calculated succes-699

sively. Therefore, our algorithm constitutes an efficient search700

technique.701

C. CIS-ASSISTED SIGNAL DETECTION702

In Section IV-A, we have shown that it is possible to esti-703

mate the noise samples in nnn1(l) based on the principles of704

CS with the aid of the proposed pilot design. Moreover, as705

shown in Section III-A, the indices of the non-zero elements706

Algorithm 1 Find the Optimal Solution of (31)

Require: M , Mp,FFFH
M−1

1: Initialization: Set IM = [0, 1, . . . ,M − 1], µ̂ = 1, the
number of candidates to Lc, and ĉccp = ∅;

2: for t = 1 to T do
3: Set CCCp = 000M×Lc ;
4: for l = 1 to Lc do
5: Randomly permute IM ; then, collect the firstMp

elements into Ip(l);
6: The elements in the lth column ofCCCp are updated

by

Cp(m, lc) =
{
1, if m ∈ Ip(lc)
0, otherwise

;

7: end for
8: Calculate C̆CCp =

1
Mp

FFFH
M−1CCCp;

9: Find the index l̂c by solving F (30)←(31)

l̂c = arg min
lc=1,2,...,Lc

{
max

0≤m≤M−2

∣∣∣C̆p(m, lc)
∣∣∣} ;

10: Obtain µ̆(l̂c) = max
0≤m≤M−2

∣∣∣C̆p(m, l̂c)
∣∣∣; F (31)

11: if µ̆(l̂c) < µ̂ then
12: µ̂ = µ̆(l̂c);
13: ĉccp = CCCp(l̂c);
14: end if
15: end for
16: return µ̂ and ĉccp.

in nnn1(l) can be obtained by comparing x̃xxF(l) to a threshold 707

ETH, as shown in (18). For the lth block, let the index vector 708

obtained from the threshold estimation formulated in (18) 709

be cccdetect(l). We can show that when ‖cccdetect(l)‖0 = 0, CIS 710

is not required for this block, since no impairments can be 711

estimated. By contrast, when we have ‖cccdetect(l)‖0 6= 0, CIS 712

is indeed required for estimating the sparse vector nnn1(l) from 713

the measurements yyyF(l) formulated in (23). In this case, the 714

mapping matrix 222S , which is related to the indices of the 715

impairments to be estimated, can be obtained with the aid 716

of IS , where IS = Supp{cccdetect(l)}. Then, the corresponding 717

values in ñnn1(l) can be obtained by solving the correlation 718

estimation problem of 719

n̂nn1(l) = arg min
nnn1(l)

{
‖yyyp(l)−AAAnnn1(l)‖2

}
, (32) 720

which can be solved by following the least square approach 721

formulated as n̂nn1(l) = 222S
[
222T
SAAA

Hyyyp(l)
]
. Finally, we can 722

show that the estimation performance of CIS is dependent on 723

both the threshold ETH and on the mutual coherence µ of AAA, 724

as detailed in Section III-A and Section IV-B. 725

After the estimation of n̂nn1(l), we can carry 726

out the noise cancellation and form the decision 727

variables for the lth block of received data symbols 728
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Algorithm 2 CIS-Assisted Symbol Detector

Require: FFFH
M , x̃xxF(l), Ip, Id;

1: CIS :
2: Derive the index indicator vector cccdetect(l) using (18);
3: if ‖cccdetect(l)‖0 = 0 then
4: exit
5: else
6: Form matrix222T

p from Ip;
7: CalculateAAA =222T

pFFFH
M and then yyyp(l) = AAÃxxxF(l) based

on (23);
8: Set IS = Supp {cccdetect(l)};
9: Form a matrix222T

S based on IS ;
10: Find the estimation n̂nn1(l) = 222S

[
222T
SAAA

Hyyyp(l)
]
based

on (32);
11: end if
12: Symbol Detection
13: Form a matrix222T

d based on Id;
14: Calculate x̃xxd(l) =222T

dFFF
H
M (̃xxxF(l)−n̂nn1(l)) as shown in (33);

15: for l = 0→ LM − 1 do
16: for m = 0→ M − 1 do
17: Detect x̂d(m, l) according to

x̂d(m, l) = arg min
xd(m,l)∈A

‖̃xd(m, l)− xd(m, l)‖2,

as shown in (34);
18: end for
19: end for
20: return x̂xxd(l).

as follows:729

x̃xxd(l) = 222T
dFFF

H
M
[̃
xxxF(l)− n̂nn1(l)

]
730

= 222T
dFFF

H
M
[
xxxF(l)+ gggF(l)+ nnn0(l)+ nnn1(l)− n̂nn1(l)

]
731

= 222T
dFFF

H
MFFFM222dxxxd(l)+222T

dFFF
H
M [gggF(l)+ nnn0(l)+ eee1(l)]732

= xxxd(l)+ nnnd0(l), (33)733

where, for simplicity, we defined nnnd0(l) = 222T
dFFF

H
M734

[gggF(l) +nnn0(l) + eee1(l)], with eee1(l) = nnn1(l) − n̂nn1(l) repre-735

senting the estimation error of CIS. Note that when M is736

sufficient large, the impairment nnnd0(l) can be approximated737

by a Gaussian vector. Assuming that data symbols in A are738

equiprobable, each transmitted symbol can be detected by739

applying the maximum-likelihood (ML) rule as740

x̂d(m, l) = arg min
xd(m,l)∈A

‖̃xd(m, l)− xd(m, l)‖2, (34)741

for m = 0, 1, . . . ,Md − 1 and l = 0, 1, . . . ,LM − 1.742

Based on the above analysis, the proposed CIS-assisted743

symbol detector is summarized in Algorithm 2. It should744

be noted that the computational cost related to the mapping745

matrices, including 222d, 222p, 222S , can be neglected since in746

practice, they only represent row or column selection oper-747

ations. Hence, when the CIS aided impairment estimation is748

activated, the corresponding computational complexity is on749

the order ofO(kSM2
p ), where kS = ‖cccdetect(l)‖0 characterizes750

the grade of sparsity for the vector to be estimated. The 751

computational complexity of the symbol detection process 752

shown in Algorithm 2 is on the order ofO(QMd). Thus, it can 753

be readily shown that the total complexity of Algorithm 2 is 754

rather low, since the values of kS and Mp are significantly 755

lower than M . 756

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 757

In this section, simulation results are provided for charac- 758

terizing the achievable performance of the proposed IDFFT 759

aided system. Firstly, let us consider the system setup and the 760

parameters used in our simulations, which are summarized 761

in Table 1. 762

TABLE 1. Parameters for all simulations.

A. SYSTEM SETUP AND PARAMETERS 763

In our simulations, we assume an OFDM system employ- 764

ing M = 256 subcarriers and operated in the 765

1.813-17.813 MHz frequency range. The subcarrier spacing 766

is 62.5 kHz. We consider the scenario of the power grid in 767

Europe, where the mains frequency is 50 Hz. Based on the 768

measurement results of [5], the PLC channel is assumed to be 769

time-invariant within a duration of about 600 µs. In this case, 770

we assume that a total of LH = 50 blocks of OFDM symbols 771

are transmitted during each time-invariant channel segment. 772

For each time-invariant duration, the FDCHTF is generated 773

based on Section II-C and the corresponding parameters are 774

given in Table 1. The average attenuation of the PLC channel 775

is assumed to be constant. In our IDFFT aided system, the 776

CP length is chosen to be Lcp = 60. For the background and 777

asynchronous impulsive noise, the noise model described in 778

Section II-D is considered in conjunction with the parameters 779

listed in Table 1. In particular, the power spectral 780

density (PSD) level of the background noise is chosen to 781

be −110 dBm/kHz. Furthermore, as shown by measurement 782

results of [7], the power ratio between the asynchronous 783

impulsive noise and the background noise is typically 784

3P = 50 dB. For reasons of statistical relevance, all 785

simulation results are obtained from the average of the results 786

obtained in a duration of 10 seconds. Throughout this section, 787

the SNR per bit denoted as γ0 is the ratio between the 788

transmitted power per bit and the power of background noise. 789

B. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 790

In Fig. 4, the BER performance of the proposed IDFFT aided 791

system and of the conventional OFDM system is compared, 792
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FIGURE 4. Performance comparison between the IDFFT aided PLC system
without CIS and the conventional OFDM system, when communicating
over the dispersive PLC channel contaminated by both background noise
and asynchronous impulsive noise. The parameters are L5 = 50×M,
3T = −30 dB, 3P = 50 dB.

when communicating over indoor PLC channels contami-793

nated by both the background noise and the impulsive noise.794

In this figure, four signal constellations are considered, which795

are QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM and 256QAM. The parameters796

used for characterizing the impulsive noise are chosen to be797

3T = −30 dB and 3P = 50 dB. The IDFFT aided system798

employs the 2D interleaver size of L5 = 50 × M , i.e.,799

LM = 50. Furthermore, in Fig. 4, the CIS-assisted impair-800

ment estimation is not employed and hence no pilots are used.801

From the results of Fig. 4, we observe that the IDFFT aided802

system outperforms the conventional OFDM system in the803

relatively high SNR range, which becomes more pronounced,804

as γ0 increases. This observation can be explained as follows.805

In the IDFFT aided system, there are two types of spreading,806

namely the FD spreading by the IFFT and the 2D spreading807

by the interleaver 5, as seen in Fig. 2. Because of these808

two spreading schemes, every data symbol is conveyed by809

all the LM blocks of transmitted signals, as shown in (3).810

By contrast, every data symbol is only conveyed by a single811

block of signals in the conventional OFDM system, since812

its transmitter can only generate the FD spreading effect813

by the IFFT operation. In principle, the detection perfor-814

mance is mainly affected by the FDCHTF and the impulsive815

noise, when the SNR is high. In this case, in the IDFFT816

aided system, the effect of both the FDCHTF and of the817

impulsive noise is distributed (or averaged) over all the818

LM blocks of signals, hence resulting in a steep decay of819

the average BER curve, as the SNR increases. By contrast,820

in conventional OFDM systems, the above-mentioned effect821

is only distributed over a single block of signals, which has822

a substantial impact on the average error probability. From823

another angle, we can say that the IDFFT aided system824

achieves a higher multipath-induced diversity gain than the825

conventional OFDM system. However, we should note that826

in the low SNR range, the BER performance is dominated827

by the background noise. The IFFT-induced spreading effect 828

may introduce more errors for the IDFFT aided system, 829

since in this case, more blocks are impaired by impulsive 830

noise. Consequently, in the low SNR range, the conventional 831

OFDM system achieves a better BER performance than the 832

IDFFT aided system. 833

FIGURE 5. BER performance of the IDFFT PLC system using QPSK and
different interleaver sizes L5, when communicating over the PLC channel
experiencing both asynchronous impulsive noise and background noise.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of the interleaver’s size on the 834

BER performance of our IDFFT aided system using QPSK 835

modulation, when communicating over the indoor PLC chan- 836

nels experiencing both background noise and asynchronous 837

impulsive noise. In this figure, the size of the 2D interleaver5 838

of Fig. 3 is chosen to be L5 = LMM , where LM = 5, 10, 839

25 or 50. Again, in this figure, no CIS-assisted impairment 840

estimation is considered. Fig. 5 shows that in the high-SNR 841

region, increasing the size of the interleaver is capable of 842

improving the attainable BER performance. However, in the 843

low-to-medium SNR region, the BER performance degrades, 844

as the interleaver size increases. This observation can be 845

explained with the aid of (13). By substituting the spreading 846

factor ε5 shown in Table 1 into (13), it can be readily shown 847

that the higher the value of LM , the high the dispersion capa- 848

bility of the 2D interleaver5 becomes. Hence, when the SNR 849

is high enough, the spreading effect of the 2D interleaver 5 850

becomes beneficial, since all subcarriers are only marginally 851

contaminated. By contrast, when the SNR is lower than a 852

certain value, such as γ0 = 40 dB in Fig. 5, the 2D spreading 853

effect of 5 degrades the attainable BER performance, since 854

after de-interleaving, more errors are introduced into those 855

specific blocks that were originally not impaired by impulsive 856

noise. It should be noted that when choosing the size of 857

the interleaver 5, a tradeoff has to be struck between the 858

performance gain attained and the time delay imposed. 859

In Fig. 6, we investigate the effects of sparsity level k(l) 860

associated with the impairment vectornnn1(l) defined in (21) by 861

varying both the threshold ETH and the interleaver size L5. 862

In this figure, the IDFFT system operates at the SNR per 863

12 VOLUME 3, 2015
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FIGURE 6. Sparsity level k(l ) associated with the impairment vector nnn1(l ) versus the threshold ETH, for the IDFFT aided system using QPSK modulation
communicating over dispersive PLC channels contaminated by both asynchronous impulsive noise and background noise. The SNR per bit is γ0 = 35 dB.

bit value of γ0 = 35 dB without employing CIS-assisted864

impairment estimation. Moreover, in order to meet the PAPR865

constraint of (16), the threshold is set toETH ≥ 5. As depicted866

in Fig. 6, when the interleaver size L5 increases from867

LM = 5M to LM = 50M , the sparsity level distribution of the868

impairment vector nnn1(l) becomes more ‘‘peaky’’ around the869

low values of k(l) andETH. Furthermore, when the interleaver870

size L5 is fixed, the higher the threshold ETH, the more sparse871

the impairment vector nnn1(l) becomes. These observations872

confirm our analysis in Section III-A, namely that the sparsity873

condition of (21) can be satisfied with the aid of the874

2D interleaver5 relying on the threshold estimation of (18).875

Therefore, it is indeed possible to estimate the impairment876

vector nnn1(l) by exploiting the principle of CS.877

In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, we investigate the BER performance878

of the CIS-assisted IDFFT aided system using QPSK upon879

varying the number of pilots, when communicating over the880

dispersive PLC channels contaminated by both impulsive881

noise and background noise. In this figure, the interleaver882

size is chosen to be L5 = 50×M . Firstly, as seen in Fig. 7,883

in comparison to the equi-spaced pilots, which is usually884

used in the conventional pilot-assisted estimation scheme,885

Algorithm 1 provides a significantly reduced mutual coher-886

ence of the measurement matrix AAA. Hence, as stated in887

Section IV-B, when an estimation problem is solved with the888

FIGURE 7. Mutual coherence µ and SNR loss versus the number of pilots
Mp, when our proposed search algorithm is applied for constructing the
measurement matrix AAA of size Mp × 256.

aid of CS, the performance achieved by our proposed design 889

of the pilot positions should be better than that achieved by 890

the equi-spaced scheme. Secondly, Fig. 7 shows that upon 891

increasing the number of pilots, a measurement matrixAAA hav- 892

ing a lower mutual coherence can be obtained, which implies 893

that a better overall performance can be attained. This infer- 894

ence can be verified by the simulation results shown in Fig. 8. 895
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FIGURE 8. BER versus the number of pilots Mp, for the CIS-assisted IDFFT
aided system using QPSK modulation for communicating over dispersive
PLC channels contaminated by both asynchronous impulsive noise and
background noise. The parameters are L5 = 50×M, γ0 = 35 dB.

As observed in Fig. 8, when the number of pilots increases,896

the BER performance of the CIS-assisted IDFFT system897

improves. Thirdly, the performance improvements achieved898

by the CIS-assisted detection of Section IV are achieved at the899

cost of an SNR loss imposed by using a higher proportion of900

pilots, as seen in Fig. 7. This tradeoff is confirmed by the sim-901

ulation results of Fig. 8. As seen in Fig. 8, when the number902

of pilots increases, the attainable performance gain becomes903

more marginal. This implies that for a high proportion of904

pilots, the performance gain achieved by the CIS-assisted905

detection becomes saturated. Thus, as inferred from906

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, there is an optimal value for Mp, which907

allows our proposed CIS-assisted detection algorithm to908

attain its best performance. Fourthly, as observed from Fig. 8,909

for a given number of pilots, the achievable performance gain910

is reduced, as the thresholdETH is increased. This observation911

can be explained with the aid of Fig. 6 and (18). When912

the threshold ETH is increased, the number of impairment913

events detected by the threshold-based estimator of (18) is914

reduced. Hence, the attainable performance gain becomes915

limited. Finally, we can infer from both Fig. 4 and Fig. 8916

that the BER performance can be significantly improved by917

our CIS-assisted IDFFT aided system in comparison to the918

conventional OFDM system.919

VI. CONCLUSIONS920

In this paper, CIS-assisted IDFFT aided systems have been921

proposed for broadband indoor PLCs, in order to mitigate922

the deleterious effects of both the multipath fading and asyn-923

chronous impulsive noise. In this section, we summarize the924

basic design guidelines of our CIS-assisted IDFFT aided925

system.926

• The 2D interleaver of the proposed CIS-assisted IDFFT927

aided system has to be carefully designed in order to928

disperse the impulsive noise bursts at the cost of the929

lowest possible time delay.930

• The design of pilot symbols also commands special 931

attention in order to facilitate the accurate estimation and 932

efficient mitigation of asynchronous impulsive noise, 933

because the specific position and number of pilots 934

critically affects the CS-based estimation performance. 935

Hence, the proposed search algorithm is recommended 936

for designing the positions of the pilots in an offline 937

manner. The number of pilots has to be optimized for 938

striking a flexible tradeoff between the performance gain 939

attained and the effective transmission rate reduction 940

imposed by the pilot-overhead. 941

• Finally, based on the 2D interleaver and pilot design, 942

the proposed CIS-assisted symbol detector is advocated, 943

which has been shown to be capable of significantly 944

improving the attainable system performance in compar- 945

ison to the conventional OFDM system. Upon following 946

these design guidelines, the computational complexity 947

of the proposed CIS-assisted symbol detector remains 948

low. The extra complexity is mainly contributed by the 949

additional FFT and IFFT operations. 950

In order to further improve the attainable system perfor- 951

mance, error correction coded turbo receivers will be applied 952

to the CIS-assisted IDFFT system, which will be our future 953

work. 954
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